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The lute
The lute
Tablature

Capirola lutebook
Tablature

Margaret Board lutebook
Tablature vs. Score
TabCode

Hd1d2e3f4f5d6
Ed1d2e3f4
d6
e2
d2d3d4
|Qd1d2b3b4
b2
Ed1d2a4
b1e3
e2b3b4d5
The text buffer

...d2d3d4 | ...
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The tabwords buffer

Chord

...d2d3d4 | ...

Bar-line
The tabwords buffer

Chord

...d2d3d! | ...

Bar-line
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The systems buffer

[Diagram of systems buffer with 'Systems', 'Tabwords', and 'Text' labels and arrows indicating interactions between them.]
Mixed notation
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